Tips For Helping Kids Cope With Moving
(NAPSA)—Whether you are
buying a new home or relocating
to a new apartment, moving can
be stressful. If your family move
includes children, they too may
experience some anxiety. Consider
these tips for parents to help ease
children into new homes.
• Tell your child about the
move as early as possible. Listen
to your child’s feelings and let the
child take part in decisions such
as care for plants and pets or
selections for a pre-move garage
sale or charity donation of items
you don’t plan to move.
• Call the principal of your
child’s new school ahead of time so
your child can meet his or her
teachers. This is especially critical
for children who are moving during the school year. Ask about
sports, Scouts and other activities
your child can join. Some schools
will even provide a list of students
who live near your new home to
encourage new friendships.
• Throw a Bon Voyage party
for your child to say goodbye to
neighborhood friends. Take pictures of the old house and of
neighbors, relatives and friends
for a photo album keepsake. Pass
around an autograph book and
videotape the party to chase away
any feelings of loneliness once
you’ve settled into the new home.
• Encourage an older child to
exchange phone numbers and
addresses with friends and relatives to put in his or her very own
address book. Then your child can
pick out his or her favorite stationery to keep in touch. Let your
child create his or her own moving
announcement to mail or email
friends.
• Give the child a special

memento of this major event in
his or her life. At participating
Budget Car and Truck Rental locations and at www.budget.com, parents can purchase a blue Budget
toy truck that is a replica of the
very same truck the family can
rent for the move. The trucks feature humorous stick figure illustrations that highlight different
moving tips such as “Don’t pack
dog and cat in same box.”
• Give your child a sense of
control during the move. Suggest
your child decorate the moving
boxes designated for his or her
room with crayons, markers,
stickers or ribbon. Pack a special
moving bag for your child with
essentials such as stuffed animals, blankets, tapes, and books.
Encourage an older child to have
fun packing his or her own bag or
moving boxes.
• Unpack your child’s room first
to bring back some sense of familiarity. Let the child have a say in
where furniture should be placed
or pick out new furnishings.
• Keep your stress level in
check and take time to laugh.

Creating Warmth And Ambience In Two Rooms
(NAPSA)—On a crisp autumn
night, or at any time throughout
the winter, there are few things
more comforting than curling up
in front of a roaring fire. Yet the
latest technology has managed to
expand on this time-honored tradition with a see-through gas fireplace that can be enjoyed from
two rooms at once.
For example, The Passage was
developed using Heat-N-Glo’s
patented Firebrick Technology,
which allows the unit to have a
unique arch shape on both sides.
It also features the company’s
patent-pending electric ember bed
and Flame-Out-Of-Log technology
that offers a dramatic glowing
appearance. The eye-catching
masonry-style arch on each side
has a clean-face design that
allows finishing products to be
brought right up to the glass, giving an even more realistic
masonry appearance.
The Passage’s direct vent
design features a sealed combustion chamber that takes all of its
combustion air from outside, making it ideally suited for today’s
tightly sealed homes. Direct vents
also keep the warm air in and the
cold air out, while providing exceptional thermal efficiency.
These fireplaces do not alter

See-through gas fireplaces
offer exceptional warmth and
beauty—in two rooms at once.
the quality of room air in any way,
making them suitable for all
rooms, including the bedroom. In
addition to their clean burn characteristic, they are easier and less
expensive to install than a woodburning fireplace.
The Passage allows the beauty
of a spectacular arched fireplace to
be enjoyed from two rooms while
providing exceptional energy efficiency at a fraction of the cost of
installing a wood-burning fireplace.
To learn more, call 888-4273973 or visit www.heatnglo.com.

Children can sense when a parent
is upset, which can trigger or
heighten anxiety within.
• Stick to routines. Whether
you are traveling across town or
across the country, try to keep
meals and nap times as normal.
• Ask a friend or relative to play
with smaller kids while you’re busy
carrying your belongings to and
from the moving truck. You can
also get some help by taking advantage of Budget’s Load/Unload service, where professional movers can
help you move in and/or out of your
home at half the cost of a van line
service. This will give you more
quality time to spend with your
kids and take care of last-minute
tasks and goodbyes.
• Make moving an adventure.
Draw a treasure map of the new
house and have an “X” mark the
spot of the child’s new room. If
possible, hide a surprise in the
room. The child can explore the
new home while searching for his
or her room and/or treasure.
• Save some of the larger moving boxes. Kids will love to build
forts and play games in them once
you’ve unpacked.
• Research your new community and check out local attractions online. Stroll around the
new neighborhood and introduce
yourself and your child to the parents and kids in the area.
Families looking for general
tips on packing and moving can
check out Budget’s Mover’s Guide
at www.budget.com, where they
can also find the latest deals on
local and one-way truck rentals.
Budget is the world’s third
largest car and truck rental system,
and operates an average fleet of
35,000 trucks.

Sport Utility Wagon Now Even More Versatile

The 2003 Subaru Outback features freshened styling and the addition of the OnStar wireless communication service.
(NAPSA)—The nation’s bestselling station wagon is getting
even better in the 2003 model
year, with the addition of the
OnStar in-vehicle wireless communication service as standard
equipment.
With its introduction in 1995,
the Subaru Outback—the first
“sport utility wagon”—ignited the
trend in “crossover” type vehicles
that blend attributes of passenger
cars and sport utility vehicles.
Now, with the addition of OnStar
(standard on the four H6-3.0 models), the Outback has become even
more versatile.
In addition, all Outback models
for 2003 feature freshened frontend styling, front suspension
changes that improve ride and
handling and refinements that
enhance comfort and convenience.
For example, the front suspension
struts use new internal rebound
springs that reduce body roll
when cornering, reduce dive while
braking and reduce lift while
accelerating.
The Outback Wagon for 2003
adds as standard the formerly

optional All-Weather Package that
includes dual-mode heated front
seats and a windshield wiper deicer. The standard AM/FM/weatherband stereo now includes a single-disc CD player.
The Outback wagon models
offer much of the utility of heavier
truck-based vehicles. With the
standard 60/40 split rear seatback, the wagon models provide
68.6 cubic feet of cargo space. The
cargo area is equipped for realworld use, with a retractable
cover, cargo area light, tie-down
hooks, removable cargo tray and a
12-volt power outlet.
The Outback’s ring-shaped
reinforcement frame body structure with front and rear crumple
zones is designed to provide protection in a variety of collisions,
including frontal, offset, side and
rear. Standard safety equipment
includes three-point seatbelts for
all five seating positions, fourchannel, four-sensor anti-lock
brakes and dual front airbags.
To learn more about the seven
Subaru Outback models for 2003,
you can visit the Web site at

(NAPSA)—Even in today’s
uncertain stock market, reaping a
good return on your money may be
easier than you think. Building a
nest egg for retirement time
requires investing in stocks and
mutual funds for the long term. To
learn how to start a long-term
investment program, order a free
NAIC investor kit by calling tollfree 1-877-275-6242 or visit
www.better-investing.org.
Did you know sunlight’s ultraviolet (UV) rays can be destructive inside the home, eventually
fading furniture, floors, upholstery and drapery fabrics? Hunter
Douglas has many window treatments that offer the highest UVray protection on the market, as
well as the soft look of draperies.
For more information and a free
booklet, Solutions, Your Guide to
Beautiful Windows, call 1-800937-STYLE or visit www.hunter
douglas.com.
Low-fat, high-energy pierogies—
pasta half-moons filled with good
things such as creamy whipped
potatoes and onions or cheese—can

be a delicious ally in the search for
quick dinners because they cook in
only five minutes. Frozen Mrs. T’s
Pierogies come in a variety of flavors, including Potato & Cheddar,
Potato & Onion and the brand new
Broccoli & Cheese. For more quick
recipes, visit www.pierogies.com or
send a stamped, self-addressed,
business-sized envelope to: Home
for Dinner Leaflet, Mrs. T’s Pierogies, P.O. 606, 600 E. Center St.,
Shenandoah, PA 17976-0606.

***
Children have more need of
models than of critics
—Joseph Joubert
***

A young hare is called a
leveret.

The average shower uses
between five and ten gallons of
water a minute.
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